INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION
RESTRAINING CLAMPS

Type:
F-RCLAMP2/16   F-RCLAMP2/20-25
F-RCLAMP2/32   F-RCLAMP2/40
F-RCLAMP2/50   F-RCLAMP2/63

Parts list:
2 pcs. Pipe clip with rubber inlay (pos. 1)
2 pcs. Hexagonal distance nut M8x25 (pos. 2)
2 pcs. Steel pipe 1/2", galvanized, with male threads, L=100 mm (pos. 3)
2 pcs. Elbow 1/2", galvanized (pos. 4)
2 pcs. Steel pipe 1/2", galvanized, with male threads, L=150 mm (pos. 5)
2 pcs. Base plate 1/2", galvanized (pos. 6)

1) Assemble all parts according the image. It can be necessary unscrewing the screws from pipe clips [1] and turning for 180° and screw on again.

2) Clean PB carrier pipes with Tangit cleanser!

3) Mount base plates [6] properly on the wall (screws and wall plugs are not included).